Oral Defense Announcement for Co-Authored Dissertation

- Co-Authors should be listed in alphabetical order by last name
- Adjustments can be made

Info in **YELLOW** is required, info in **BLUE** is optional, text in **RED** should be deleted from final doc.

An oral examination in defense of the co-authored dissertation for the degree
Doctor of Education with an emphasis in Educational Practice

Degree Sought Information
[link to list of degrees & emphases here - http://www.umsystem.edu/ums/aa/degrees](http://www.umsystem.edu/ums/aa/degrees)

**Co-Author 1 Name**

**Education**
- M.A. in Psychology, May 1987, University of Missouri-St. Louis
- B.A. in Psychology, January 1985, University of Missouri-St. Louis

**Co-Author 2 Name**

**Education**
- M.A. in Psychology, May 1987, University of Missouri-St. Louis
- B.A. in Psychology, January 1985, University of Missouri-St. Louis

**Title of Dissertation**

**Date:** August 1, 2015
**Time:** 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
**Place:** 233 Stadler Hall

**Abstract**
First paragraph should include some notation of this being a co-authored dissertation.
Limited to 350 words.

**Defense of Dissertation Committee**
**Chairperson, Ph.D.**
- Committee Faculty Member, Ph.D.
- Committee Faculty Member, Ph.D.
- Committee Faculty Member, Ph.D.